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The colors of sea urchin spines towards the synthesis of bio-inspired colored hybrid CaCO3 based materials

Sea urchin spines show intense and diverse colors (from purple to green) that are due to a family of organic molecules, the 
polyhydroxylated-naphthoquinone (PHNQ) [1]. Although the majority of synthetic organic pigments (non-water soluble) hardly disperse in 
the medium to be colored and fade rapidly under sunlight, PHNQ molecules mass-color and provide long-lasting colors to sea urchin 
spines. These remarkable properties are likely due to the encapsulation of the PHNQ molecules within the crystalline biogenic calcite, 
which protects the organic pigments from the external environment. The PHNQ encapsulation takes place during the coupled 
pigmentation and biomineralization processes occurring in sea urchins. Biomineralization in sea urchins involves the presence of 
amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC) precursors phases that further crystallize into calcite [2,3]. During ACC crystallization, diverse 
macromolecules (proteins, lipids, polysaccharides, metabolites) and the PHNQ molecules are incorporated within the biogenic calcite. 
The PHNQ molecules, which are first biosynthesized in the so-called red-spherule cells, progressively integrate the growing mineral that 
becomes first light pink and then takes different hues (green, purple, yellow, brown) according to sea urchins and the biomineralization 
stages. The mechanisms at the origin of the color and its variations are unknown. 
Thus, the objectives of this PhD is to 1) identify the physico-chemical mechanisms at the origin of the colors of sea urchin spines and 2) 
synthetize bio-inspired colored hybrid CaCO3 based materials. 
The intra-crystalline molecules and the small amounts of ACC present in the spines of different colors and at different stages of growth 
will be quantified by TGA-DSC. The degree of crystallinity will thus be revealed and then validated by XRD measurements which will also 
allow, after Rietveld refinement, determining the lattice parameters of the different samples. 
Protocols for the extraction and the purification of PHNQ and macromolecules from the spines of different colors and from the 
redspherule cells of the coelomic fluid ( blood) will be developed. The different PHNQ mixtures will be characterized by UV-visible 
spectroscopy, 1H solution state Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) and HPLC / LC-MS. 
CaCO3 crystals will be then synthesized from an ACC precursor in the presence of macromolecules and / or pigments previously 
extracted. The “amorphous structure” of ACCs will be determined by pair distribution function analyses in the lab and using x-ray 
synchrotron radiation. The crystallization of the ACCs will be induced by humidity or by heating during which the possible color changes 
will also be studied. The bio-inspired crystals obtained will then be analyzed by TGA-DSC, optical microscopy, SEM and TEM. Finally, 
the chemical interactions between pigments, mineral phases (amorphous and crystalline) and macromolecules in biogenic and synthetic 
systems will be studied by solid-state NMR and high-resolution DRX experiments. The structural, chemical and colorimetric 
characterization of these bio-inspired colored CaCO3 based materials will allow a better understanding of the color origin in sea urchins. 
The hybrid colored CaCO3 based materials will be further tested for their potential use in the color industry. 
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